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Realtek High Definition Audio Recorder is a high-quality audio recording software that might come as a surprise to you. You might be expecting it to be something related to video, but it has little to do with it. In fact, it can be used to record
almost any audio recording (on Windows) such as games, music, VOIP calls, skype calls, video lectures, radio, etc. Aside from audio recording, the software has other cool features including, WAV conversion, audio editing, hardware recording
and quality presets. Pros: Supports almost every audio input in Windows Has decent editing features Quality presets Cons: Quit buggy Requires constant maintenance Compatibility:Windows 10,8.1, 8 Pricing: $49.95 Download Realtek Audio
Recorder 5. Fraps For those who are looking for a simpler one amongst all of this, Fraps is definitely the best option out there. Similar to Fraps, though a lot simpler, it can still record games. Fraps lacks the advanced features such as having

customize FPS value, very cool downsampling options, custom audio capture, etc. but it can record at a maximum FPS rate of 120. Its interface is fairly easy to learn as well, with a few tabs that you must click on in order to record, view, record
screen, view screen and audio capture. Pros: Simple to use Pretty easy to use, with a few tabs Extra features such as video downsampling, and custom FPS support Cons: It lacks advanced features Though lightweight, it might not suit some
users Compatibility:Windows 10,8.1, 8 and 7 Pricing: Free Download Fraps 6. AMD ReLive Unlike the other programs on this list, AMDs ReLive is tailored towards AMD cards only. Its primary goal is to record gameplay on AMD GPUs instead of

Nvidia or Intel ones. The impact on performance is minimal (5-10 percent) as it does what AMD says it does, but it will have a bigger impact on AMD cards. Is it worth it? That depends on your needs. On my personal laptop, it doesnt really
affect performance, though it doesnt feel fast either. In fact, the software is very very lightweight as its meant for gamers, not professional streamers.
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